
Learning to swim is one of the most important things you can do to keep your child safe when
they are young and throughout their life. But with the world changing so much over the past year,

safety has taken on new meaning for families.
As we approach our reopening in this new normal, we will cover our plan to deliver expert

instruction to students while following new safety protocols.

What is Fraser Aquatics doing to keep families safe?
Safety has always and will continue to remain our top priority at Fraser Aquatics. As a facility,

we have enhanced our safety and cleaning/disinfecting protocols to exceed all State and
CDC guidelines. We have reduced capacities in our schedules, implemented health checks,

and our renovation a few years back already upgraded our air filtration
and purification technology. Everyone who enters the building is required to already

be scheduled and wear a mask while in the building.

How will swim lessons operate differently?
This is a great question! We will be utilizing our facility differently from what you may be used to.

We are utilizing guidelines from USA swimming on best practices. 
https://www.usaswimming.org/home/covid-news)

One of the things you will notice will be the amount of instruction done from the deck instead
of in the water. While our younger and less experienced swimmers will not see these changes,

it is in the best interest to keep back as much as possible and as often as possible with our older
and more experienced swimmers. This will also best simulate how our competitive swim

teams in the area operate. It will be a learning adjustment for the staff as well as the swimmers
to get instruction in this manner. While we pride ourselves with being a hands-on swim program,

we feel it’s the best way that a swimmer can learn and grow during these unusual times in the safest
manner possible. All swim instructors will be wearing a face shield while teaching. This is not only

for their protection but everyone around. Demonstrations are a crucial part of any learning process;
it is no different for learning how to swim. At the same time, a pool is a very loud environment

and the face shields will allow the protection needed without muffling the instruction of what is
expected of the swimmer. Our ratio of either 2 or 3 swimmers to 1 instructor will be present. At

the moment we will only be offering spacing for 2 instructors in a specific class at a time.
Instructors will still be hands on and still focusing on our core values of safe swimming.

PLEASE - Remind your child that if they are nervous, they are not alone!!
We have been out of our pool for a year. This is an extremely long time for anyone, especially

for children. We will be easing them back into swimming lessons slowly in order to rebuild their
confidence and ability in the water when needed. Classes will probably not immediately look like

they did in the past. Parents will be allowed into the pool with the Ducklings class which will
obviously help with confidence levels. Remain positive around your child and they will feel

encouraged that there is nothing to worry about: they won’t be the only ones nervous!

FINALLY – ALL persons attending lessons must complete a COVID-19 online questionnaire
and have their temperature checked before admittance into the building.

You will find a section on our website that will link you directly there.


